
BREEZY SUMMER READS 2022
Fill in the Blank
Each of the sentences below is a quote from one of the Breezy Summer Reads books.
Fill in the blank with the missing word from the word box. For sentences with two blanks,
the same word goes in both.

days face family friendship fun good
happy hello listen nervous problems read
shared stickers team together

All of them are good bodies. [Bodies are Cool]

Almost every one of us has family that came to this country from a foreign land. [Areli is a Dreamer]

But he was happy enough. And happy enough was fine with him. [Doggo and Pupper]

Can you turn me into something else? I have too many problems as a human. [Dory Fantasmagory]

Ducks are ducks—they flock together. [Ducks Run Amok!]

I discovered that the best way to learn about people is to listen to them. [Sharice’s Big Voice]

If I leave this book, no one will want to read it. [See the Cat]

I think we should celebrate these special days on our planet. [Invasion of the Unicorns]

It takes a team to build a dream, a skilled, hard-working crew. [Someone Builds the Dream]

Maybe you can’t really know anyone just by looking at their face. [Milo Imagines the World]

On the trapline, everybody shared with everybody else. [On the Trapline]

Other than glittery pencils, stickers are the most special thing a teacher can ever give you. [JoJo
Makoons]

There couldn’t be a better place for our friendship to grow. [Haylee and Comet]

They’re nervous. Wouldn’t you be if you moved far from your home? [The Elephants Come Home]

You know, when someone says hello it’s polite to say hello back. [Cranky Chicken]

We can’t find the fun if we’re afraid of the scary. [Kondo and Kezumi]

For an extra challenge, can you identify the book each sentence is from?


